# Bioengineering Undergraduate Faculty Advisers
## Voluntary Advising Drop in Hours Fall 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adviser</th>
<th>Date &amp; Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| J. C. Anderson | Oct 2, 12-1pm  
               Oct 13, 12-1pm  | Both meetings in B1  
                      Atrium Stanley Hall   | jcanderson@berkeley.eu     |
| I. Conboy    | Oct 2, 1-2pm  
               Oct 10, 1-2pm  | Both meetings in  
                      B108B Stanley           | iconboy@berkeley.edu       |
| S. Conolly   | Oct 3, 1-2pm  
               Oct 10, 1-2pm  | Both meetings outside of  
                      340 Hearst Mining       | sconolly@berkeley.edu      |
| J. Dueber    | Oct 5, 2-3pm  
               Oct 12, 2-3pm  | Both meetings in  
                      416 Hearst Mining        | jdueber@berkeley.edu       |
| D. Fletcher  | Oct 5, 3-4pm  
               Oct 9, 4-5pm  | Both meetings in  
                      621 Stanley              | dfletcher@berkeley.edu     |
| K. Healy     | Oct 3, 4-5pm  
               Oct 10, 4-5pm  | Both meetings in  
                      370 Hearst Mining        | kehealy@berkeley.edu       |
| A Herr       | Oct 3, 3-4pm  
               Oct 9, 2:30-3:30 | Both meetings in  
                      308B Stanley             | aeh@berkeley.edu           |
| I Holmes     | Oct 2,1-2pm  
               Oct 9, 1-2pm  | Both meetings in  
                      374C Stanley             | ihh@berkeley.edu           |
| T. Johnson   | Oct 5, 2-4pm  
               Oct 10, 11-1pm | Both Meetings in  
                      374C Stanley             | tdj@berkeley.edu           |
| K. Sjolander | Oct 5, 2:30-3:30  
               Oct 12, 2:30-3:30 | Both meetings in  
                      308C Stanley             | kimmen@berkeley.edu        |
| S. Kumar     | Oct 3, 2-3pm  
               Oct 9, 2-3pm  | Both meetings in  
                      274A Stanley             | skumar@berkeley.edu        |
| S.W. Lee     | Oct 2, 2-3pm  
               Oct 9, 2-3pm  | Both meetings in  
                      B108A Stanley             | leesw@berkeley.edu         |
| D. Liepmann  | Oct 2, 12-1pm  
               Oct 10, 4-5pm  | 221 Stanley  
                      521 Stanley               | liepmann@berkeley.edu      |
| G. Marriott  | Oct 3, 3-4pm  
               Oct 5, 3-4pm  | Both meetings in  
                      274 HMMB                  | Marriott1@berkeley.edu     |
| P. Messersmith | Oct 4, 10-11am  
               Oct 12, 3-4pm  | Both meetings in  
                      218 Hearst Mining        | philm@berkeley.edu         |
| N Murthy     | Oct 5, 11-12pm  
               Oct 11, 11-12pm | Both meetings in  
                      284 Hearst Mining        | nmurthy@berkeley.edu       |
| A. Streets   | Oct 2, 5-6pm  
               Oct 9, 5-6pm  | Both meetings in  
                      308A Stanley             | astreets@berkeley.edu      |
| M. Vandsburger | Oct 5, 2-3pm  
               Oct 13, 2-3pm  | Both meetings in  
                      419 Hearst Mining        | moriel@berkeley.edu        |
| M. Yartsev   | Oct 6, 12-2pm  
               Oct 13, 12-2pm | Both meetings in  
                      282 Li Ka Shing           | myartserv@berkeley.edu     |